
A Shure 
Wireless 
System for 
under 3 0 
(with no strings attached.) 

Shure T-Series Wireless Systems 
You don't need to spend a small fortune to own a 
professional-sounding wireless system. Just step up to one of 
Shure's high performance, highly affordable T-Series systems. 

Whichever you select, you'll get a system that's custom 
designed for your application, with an impressive 
array of standard features you'd 
expect to find only on the 
most professional systems. 

Shure's exclusive 'battery 
saver' technology 
provides up to 18 hours 
of battery life and operates in coniun on w 
indicators; one for on/off and another to warn when battery life 
is low. A convenient mute switch delivers noiseless control of 
on/off functions, while Shure's noise squelch circuitry virtually 

eliminates noise bursts. 

Alternative systems are available with 
Shure's exclusive MARCAO
diversity receiver with its intelligent 

circuitry. MARCAD monitors and 
combines signals from two radio 

antenna, while eliminating dropout and 
switching noise. 

So say goodbye to amateur hour and 
take a closer look at the wireless 
systems that can take you as far as 
you want to go. 

THE VOCAL ARTIST 
Enjoy the total freedom of 
movement which only a 
wireless system can provide -
plus a choice of microphone heads, 
Shure's world-standard SM58 or the popular 
BetaGreen 3.0 microphone head. 

Model ETV30S (BG3.0 head) £259 +VAT 
Model ETV58S (SM58 head) £295 +VAT 

THE GUITARIST 
Designed to deliver the full sound you'd expect 
from a wired setup. The Guitarist offers Shure's 
highly reliable surface mount technology and input 
gain adjustment for the best signal-to-noise ratio with 
the widest range of guitars. 

Model ETGS £195 +VAT 

Shure's ruggedly built new wireless system delivers 
top-quality sound and wony-free rallabllity. It's 
lightweight ultra-comfortable and fully adjustable. 
And will withstand hour after hour of highly active 
use. The unique head band keeps the headNt 
securely in place. 

Model ETHS £2N+VAT 

Delivering wireless convenience from pulpit to 
podium, from small rooms to large venUM. Shure's 
low-profile Wl.93 miniature lavaller microphone is 
among the smallest in the bualneaa. It offers crisp 
clean sound along with outstanding ntlablllty. 

Model ETPS £248 +VAT 
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